SEATTLE URBAN FORESTRY COMMISSION
John Floberg, Chair • John Small, Vice-Chair
Gordon Bradley • Tom Early • Leif Fixen • Matt Mega • Jeff Reibman • Erik Rundell • Peg Staeheli

The Urban Forestry Commission was established to advise the Mayor and City Council
concerning the establishment of policy and regulations governing the protection, management,
and conservation of trees and vegetation in the City of Seattle
February 13, 2013
Meeting Notes
Seattle Municipal Tower Room 2750
700 5th Avenue, Seattle
3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Attending
Commissioners
John Floberg (JF) - chair
Gordon Bradley (GB)
Tom Early (TE)
Leif Fixen (LF)
Erik Rundell (ER)
Peg Staeheli (PS)
Absent- Excused
Matt Mega (MM)
John Small (JS) – vice-chair
Jeff Reibman (JR)

Staff
Sandra Pinto de Bader (SPdB) - OSE
Nolan RUndquist - SDOT
Susan Paine – SDOT
Mark Mead - Parks
Public
Steve Zemke

NOTE: Meeting notes are not exhaustive. For more details listen to the digital recording of the
meeting at: http://www.seattle.gov/urbanforestrycommission/meetingdocs.htm
Call to Order
We had a cancellation. Tracy is sick so we will not be hearing the Climate Action Plan presentation.
Chair report
JF – revisit the UFMP being renamed to the UFSP and the discussion that the new name might lessen the
importance of the plan by introducing the term stewardship. I want to make sure we are settled or that
we have finished the discussion. Would like to have a consensus on the term.
GB – The book Nolan handed out, all highlighted cities have a management plan. There are exceptions.
LF – I hesitate to change the name because I want to make sure trees are considered at the same level
as other utilities. I don’t want it to lose its teeth. A management plan is clear on what the goals of the
document are. Stewardship is broader.
TE – I don’t have a problem. Stewardship encompasses the management of a breathing, living entity. An
urban forest is not a degrading system. I see them as fairly equal and the differences are mainly
semantic.
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LF – why are we renaming it? That’s my question.
ER – I’m fine with stewardship both the public and the City have responsibility.
JF – take things that are implicit in the document and make it more explicit. It’s a re-shuffling of the
content in order to bring out the implicit pieces.
JF – we need two commissioners to attend meetings and provide input on the new version of the UFSP.
Tom Early is interested and so is Leif Fixen.
JF – what does Mark think of the re-naming of the plan. Would they balk?
MMead – the industry standard is Management. I believe that when we talk about sustainability, the
term stewardship is linked.
Nolan – is a management plan with a robust stewardship component.
JF – are you comfortable going out into the world and talking about a stewardship plan?
MMead – yes
GB – what would be the process by which the Commission would get involved?
JF – the participating commissioners will be
PS – move UFMP along and if this stays in contact with that, that we continue the approval. Similar to
when we send a letter around.
PS – could we make a motion that if the changes that have been talked about are in the same context of
the discussions we’ve had in past meetings, that the approach we take is to provide a provisional
approval. As long as the changes that we see are in the same context and spirit we’ve heard, then I
move to approve the plan while keeping the process moving forward.
Any other comments on how we are moving forward with this?
ACTION: A motion was made to approve the revised Urban Forest Stewardship Plan. The
motion was seconded and carried.
NOTE: By this act the Commission is fully empowering the two Commissioners that will be participating
in the working group that will produce a final iteration of the Urban Forest Stewardship Plan.
Climate Action Plan presentation – Tracy Morgenstern
Tracy is out sick. We’ll move this presentation to our next meeting.
Update on progress of Street Tree Ordinance – Nolan Rundquist
Nolan – Had meeting with Phyllis. Add is the tree appropriate for the location? If we have a red oak
under power lines, has been there for 50 years and has successfully provided benefits- not a standalone
removal criteria.
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PS – now that we have been hearing the cost of the pruning, I’m getting concern about that operation.
The lifecycle cost. At what point does that tree become inappropriate? Do we maintain it every year for
100 years? How do we move this from a maintenance operation to an urban forest enhancement
operation?
Nolan – even in the industry there is a fundamental disagreement on whether an oak is appropriate
under power lines. It depends on whether you are sitting on the utility side or on the increasing canopy
side of the table.
PS – is this type of thing included in the UFSP?
Nolan – we always consider appropriateness of the tree.
LF – agree that it’s a slippery slope.
SPdB – we added an action agenda item.
Nolan – Posting procedure for trees to be impacted by development. Council asked if we would post the
intention to plant a tree. I asked what the purpose was. Would we deny the permit if a neighbor doesn’t
want the tree there?
Going through the UFC recommendation letter. Concern on how we would make things accessible to the
public in terms of not removing more than 15% of canopy when pruning. We will include graphics so it’s
clear
PS – do that for both conifer and deciduous. That’s exactly what we were looking for.
GB – are you going to be able to capture that? There are lots of shapes and forms of trees. Maybe a
couple of archetypes.
PS – let’s try and see if one of each type would work and add complexity as needed.
TE – address the next question and say what happens when you take out x percentage of the tree.
Nolan – Make sure we have a process that is documented out in terms of procedures for Street Trees
with SCL. We’ll develop a procedure similar to the street tree list.
Holiday lighting – we’ve never issued a permit for an individual homeowner. It usually is for a large firm
impacting many trees in a commercial location. WE proposed to do a similar wording to sidewalk cafes
and limit it to commercial districts.
LF – do we have at least rules for residential. Have something on the books so that the lights are
removed after the holidays.
Nolan – we have blanket coverage around attaching things to trees. The final thing is about tree reports
in standard format. The association of consulting arborists has templates. I talked to them and we will
reference their manual.
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PS – the idea there was to streamline some things to get standard reporting and reduction of costs. I can
send you formats we already have. If you want people to adhere to the requirements we need to
support them to comply. If we can agree on what information is in a report it will help.
PEG TO SEND REPORTS TO NOLAN.
JF – you met with Phyllis. Where are we in the timeline?
Nolan – go to committee in March. We’ll provide a redlined version and move it forward.
JF – Where do you see gaps in Seattle’s urban forest efforts?
Nolan – the best program is Milwaukee. They have 200 arborists. You don’t find a tree that needs work.
A dedicated funding source for maintenance activities.
TE – how does Milwaukee fund their system?
Nolan – They had elm and chestnuts at a point in time and the Dutch elm disease issue is what started
their program.
GB – they had a champion in the city for decades.
Parks urban forestry budget – Mark Mead
MMead – here to discuss the 2013 budget for Parks. The O&M and Capital budgets interlink.
Mark walked the Commission through three pieces of information: Operations and Maintenance
Budget, Capital budget and Green Seattle Partnership budget.
O&M – is what you hear about – staff and facility cost. What’ he is allowed to spend. Separated into
three areas (low org): Tree Crew, Trails/GSP, and Natural Area crew.
Largest expenditure are the largest trucks in the fleet of City (fleets and fuel). Parks doesn’t own their
vehicles, they lease them from FAS. They are paying ahead for replacement costs. The largest fuel cost is
the running of the lift. Using a hybrid truck.
No overtime in the budget. These charges come out of salary savings due to vacancies.
Have minimal budget for travel and training.
In Chicago all the gardeners are arborists. They do both jobs at once. In Seattle we make a distinction, 13
feet off the ground or bigger than 18 inches are handled by arborists not by gardeners.
Construction projects such as Bell street Park is not considered UF. The issue of accounting for all costs
of taking care of trees is complex. We have no way to currently account for leaf blowing (done by district
staff). We have a system that tracks staff time working on tree care (which includes leaf blowing) but is
not part of his budget.
Capital Budget:
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REET and Levy funds are used throughout the city. The specific site budgets are dedicated to specific
parks. One $1,000,000 donation comes through the Seattle Foundation to do work on Seward Park
reforestation project.
If we have not had such diverse sources of funding for the GSP it would not have accomplished what it
has to date.
The original plan called for $3.5M at this point in time. So we are still looking for funding.
Detailed GSP budget spending:
Mark went through the details of the Green Seattle Partnership budget.
Were able to diversify expenditures as well. Maintaining 2,000 trees in developed parks, removing 300,
replanting 250 per year through this program. This year will bring 60 new acres into restoration and
maintaining 800 acres already in restoration.
PS – you are not hitting the 2 for 1
MMead – we are not counting trees planted through capital projects. His re-planting budget was
reduced.
PS – if we have a Parks playfield project and they take out 10 trees, and when they rebuild they plant
20, they don’t help comply with the 2 for 1.
MMead – as we do work and add acres in, we get to a point where there is a threshold where we are
spending money to take care of the acres that already are in restoration, then we have to bring fewer
acres into the restoration process.
The natural area crew (2003 levy) the intention was to grow the crew from 5 to 18 people to be able to
handle the maintenance of restored sites. So at the end of the 20 year period we would have enough
people to maintain. IF we don’t steward these sites for ever, they will get invaded again. Stewardship is
a community investment and involvement. We are looking at continuing to include volunteerism
moving forward.
Stewardship means much more than management with the community involvement.
PS – I like that view of stewardship. My concern is that we describe volunteers (one Saturday a year, not
10). Stewardship takes a lot of work to get, it’s not just a feel good thing.
MMead – we have reached the ceiling for having the ability to support forest stewards with current
resources. Forest Stewards provide a significant return on investment. We only have 2 staff supporting
150 Forest Stewards.
JF – I hope this concept of stewardship is clarified in the UFSP. The Commission wants to look at all the
budgets of departments and how they align with the UFSP.
MMead – budget is very much aligned. Research shows that the only area that is losing canopy are Parks
areas. More staff would be great if we want to continue moving towards the goals. WE would like to see
additional tree crews (four crews of three staff).
Erik – where do 22 contracted staff show up?
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Mark – Our of the establishment and maintenance budget. They work in areas where we can’t have
volunteers working
TE – what’s the threshold for steep slope?
MMead – we don’t have a threshold. We are using DPD’s. It depends on the volunteer group we are
bringing in. 25-30% slope. One of the things I appreciate about the existing plan is that it gives structure
to explain some things to folks. Our ability to continue to push on the three elements (community,
resource, and management) at the same time. They are all interrelated. The circle needs to continue.
It’s very important for the UFC to be involved.
If we get to a point where the district staff has to make cuts to their budget that causes them to cut
their budget for leaf blowing, etc. then we would be impacted.
PS – leaf blowing is not part of urban forestry. I would keep it out of your budget.
MMead – there are easier ways to capture the development work. Landscape architects work on trees
should be considered part of the budget. Another cost is enforcement, claims, problem trees.
PS – if a car gets damaged by a tree. Where does the money come from?
MMead – the overall Parks budget. The forested area is 2,500 acres (or half of the department land
base) but the budget is just 2%. Summer canopy cover is 85%. They are moving toward coniferous
species.
Public comment:
SZ – track gain and loss through permit system. All departments to capture data as well. Also
incorporate street trees to figure out gain and loss. Looked at executive summary of the CAP. Trees are
short-changed. It’s in public period right now. Don’t see a mention of overall tree canopy.
Emerald ash borer impact on human health article.
PS – letter submitted by Irene Wall. It’s not just the green factor. Was it because it was a residential lot?
We don’t have a new ordinance or were the trees shown in Green Factor. What struck me was the two
for one response. I’d like to see what happened here?
INVITE DPD TO RESPOND TO WHAT HAPPENED AND DO A REVERSE ENGINEERING OF THE ISSUE. To find
out if this is symptomatic.
PS – if it wasn’t a tree that had to be protected, I don’t know that there is a fine.
Next month’s agenda items
Adjourn
Community input:
From: iwall@serv.net [mailto:iwall@serv.net]
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 7:03 PM
To: Pinto_de_Bader, Sandra
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Cc: dduthweiler@comcast.net
Subject: Please share this letter with the UFC members for meeting on 2-14-13
Sandra,
The attached letter documents a recent case of urban infill which illustrates significant shortcomings in
our current Green Factor permitting practices with respect to preserving large native trees.
I will probably not be able to attend the meeting on Wednesday so I have prepared this letter and
attachments (photos, emails). Also attached are two relevant Correction Notices related to this permit.
The location is 5201 Phinney Avenue.

Contact me if there is any problem with these PDF files or if the Commission has questions.
Thank you
Irene Wall
Phinney Ridge Community Council board member, past president.
day phone is 206 883-9438

c Diane Duthweiler, PRCC President
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